
Dear Parents, 
  
I hope you enjoyed our performances of A King is Born! The children were so excited to 
perform for you, and Miss Crayford and I were very proud of their achievements. We were 
particularly impressed with them on Tuesday when the music decided not to play! 
Apparently the internet had taken that exact moment to crash; luckily we had previously 
sung the songs without the music so the children weren't as thrown as they might have 
been! 
The class earned their last two spider legs for their class reward so we will have our treat 
day on Monday. We shall be wearing non-uniform (so that will be Mon, Tues and Weds for 
our class!) and also they may bring in a teddy OR a toy for the day (no Lego please). 
Tuesday is Book Look. This will run from 2.30pm. I know this is a busy time of year but we 
hope to see you if you can make it. 
  
This week in English the children wrote their own stories of The Rabbit Who Stole the Fire 
and they really showed how they had learnt the language and structure of the story this 
past term. They also are beginning to include apostrophes for missing letters, commas in a 
list as well as full stops and capital letters. 
In Maths we continued our work on multiplication and have learned about arrays and 
drawing pictures to represent the equal groups. 
In their reading journal you will find their Times Table Rockstar log in and  this is an internet 
program that I have set up the structure for them and they can complete their set tables 
and earn coins to change their avatar and work their way up the Rockstar categories. Its 
great fun and we have had a healthy competitive spirit in class when we have had a go! 
  
There wont be any homework this weekend, or for the Christmas holiday. Please do keep 
reading however! 
Spellings and home work will resume as usual in the new year. 
  
Have a super Christmas and a very happy new year and I look forward to exciting the 
children in January with our new topic of 'Survivor'! 
  
Mrs Martin 
  
Year 2 teacher 
English Leader 
Lenham Primary School 
  
 


